### Define the partnerships in your collaborative

Spend 3-5 minutes choosing your core partners to advance your project. You may choose as many partners as you wish. Then, assign each of the four required roles to a partner. Any given partner may hold multiple roles or no role.

### Shared Principles

Choose 2 shared principles to ground your collective work together, and put them on the board. These principles should guide your selections as you build out your MOU.

### Decision-making process

Choose 1 type of decision-making process. You may also leverage the optional add-on card if you wish.

### Compensation Strategy

Choose at least 1 compensation strategy.

### Compensation Method

Choose 1 compensation method.

### Trainings

Choose as many trainings as you wish.

### Conflict Resolution

Choose at least 1 conflict resolution strategy.

### Evaluation

Choose as many evaluation methods as you wish.

**Equity score:** _______